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Discover How To ACE YOUR C-SUITE INTERVIEWThis book will give you a unique, â€œnever

seen beforeâ€• perspective of absolutely EVERYTHING that you need to be and do, in order to have

your dream job!You will learn the following:-How to overcome the shock and pain of a job loss and

rekindle the motivation to move forward with a plan of action; specifically designed to meet your own

particular needs-How to develop a Plan for finding a Job on your own-How to overcome any limiting

belief that is holding you back and move forward with the knowledge that you really are the best

person for the job!-How to increase your Profile on Social Media, so that companies that are looking

for people with your skills sets and experience can find you fast!-How to understand and work with

Hiring Managers, HR Managers, Recruiters and Headhunters-How to prepare for every aspect of

the interview process and for every kind of interview; Telephone, Skype and Face-to-Face

interviews.-How to develop a plan of action for and after the interview, to ensure you do get the

job!-How to decide if the position is right for you?-How to negotiate salary, what you should do and

most importantly what you should never do!-Onboarding: How to seamlessly transition to your new

position and win the respect of your new team immediately, and -Much moreâ€¦..Order this book now

to get the Insider Strategies Senior Executives use to be immensely successful!
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â€œAce your C-Suite Interviewâ€• by Leora Bach is a great resource, but not only for the C-Suite

executives. Everyone looking for a new position should read this rich and well written book with a

touch of personal development, which is a missing element in many similar books. And whatâ€™s

more, itâ€™s written from the heart, with priceless background information and many valuable tools,

exercises, and useful examples (such as common asked interview questions, and how these

questions also could be paraphrased, so you know what to expect). They all help tremendously with

the preparation process.When a headhunter tells you about her job that â€œThis is what I love to do

most â€“ help people who have lost all hope and given up on themselves, and show them that they

can turn their situation around and be better off than before â€œ, one should listen to her words.

And when she has 25 years experience that sheâ€™s willing to share, itâ€™s a gift.

A great resource for anyone looking for insight into the executive placement process and assistance

in preparing for a job transition. Just as Michael Watkins and others prepare you for your "First 90

Days", Leora offers counseling to prepare you for the opportunity to have a first 90 days! The layout

provides a menu format enabling readers to pick and choose how they want to digest the

information, though a cover to cover read is what I would recommend.

This is book is not only for the C-Suite folks (the top senior executives' titles that start with the letter

C, for chief, as in chief executive officer, chief operating officer and chief information officer, etc.).

This is a book suitable for anyone who wants guidance through the interview process as a

candidate.Leora Bach provides wonderful insights and practical applications and tips based on her

vast experience as an international headhunter (25 years experience, having interviewed more than

20,000 people). This book is a treasured resource that will accompany me throughout my corporate

life. I see it as a road map of sorts so I am well prepared as I plot my next move. I especially

enjoyed the stories, the calls to action, and the Glasbergen cartoons. This book is a jewel.

Hereâ€™s to all of us realizing our dreams!

I was asked to read this book because I often consult with business owners and a business partner



recommended it as a resource in my toolkit. .I appreciated how the author is breaking down an often

very convoluted and complicated process with easy to understand analogies and examples. I

personally enjoyed learning about the 5 stages in the executive search process and recommend

many of the action steps to my own clients. Ms Bach's knowledge and easy to understand language

makes this book a must have for any would-be c-suite executive. Drawing from decades of

experience, many steps outlining the path to a successful interview are illustrated with the authors

own stories, which are very carefully chosen. I highly recommend this book to anyone who needs to

understand and work with hiring managers, HR managers, recruiters and headhunters.

One of the most useful and insightful books I have read for quiet sometime. I view this as more of a

generous gift, than a book, a must read for anyone who wants to ace an interview, including a

"C-suite" one. Leora has done an excellent job articulating the nuances of the dance which takes

place between all who are involved in the hiring process, as well as the character ethics you must

have to triumph over your competition.Whether you are looking for your next opportunity or already

have a job, this book is a great resource on what it means to be polished and ready not just for your

interview, but also on how you conduct yourself in life.

As an executive recruiter - I sought this book strictly for an informational source. I was delighted to

find that not only was there a wealth of information, but it was also a delightful read as well. The

author was able to take an often dry text-book subject and make it come to life. She accomplished

this by infusing her own unique humor with stories of "behind the scenes" personal experiences

working as an international Head Hunter in the executive search field. I believe that Corporate

Recruiters and Human Resources professionals seeking to gain further industry knowledge will

treasure this book. Actually, this book is a must read for anyone wanting to get ahead in their

career.

Ace your C-Suite Interview by Leora Bach is one of those books that every person should have on

your bookshelf - whether you are seeking employment in the corporate world for the first time, or

whether you are needing to change your employment scenario.Leora has shared her love and

passion for helping people to better their lives, by putting years of experience, hard work and

dedication and most of all, understanding of the interview process and itâ€™s intricacies into an

easily read reference book. The stories and cartoons are meant to shed a lighter note on very

serious reading material, and works extremely well in this context.I look forward to reading more



from this author in the near future.
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